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Meetings with a Mission
1440 Multiversity believes in
creating hope for living well,
and in our eforts to build
community, a portion of every
booking is donated to a missionaligned organization in need.
Thank you for your support.

HERE AMONG ONE-THOUSAND-YEAR-OLD REDWOODS and state-of-the-art
meeting facilities, a new era of leaders is understanding their past, discovering their
purpose, and charting their leadership journey to make the world a better place.
Welcome to The Leadership Center at 1440 Multiversity, a learning destination
unlike any other that is designed to support new and comprehensive approaches
to the professional development of the whole person – inviting discoveries that will
shape new ways of being and leading, in the workplace and in life.
1440 is dedicated to making a meaningful contribution to the way leadership and
organizational life are practiced, concentrating on personal authenticity, trust
building, and energy-producing outcomes. The majestic 1440 environment will
inspire you and your team to know yourself, sharpen your essential leadership
qualities, and help you discover new solutions to today’s problems. High-potential
leaders leave here with an increased ability to inspire, motivate, and empower
others, while managers and team members begin to develop and embody their
inherent strengths both personally and professionally.
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About the Center

With fexible and unique indoor and outdoor meeting venues, plan a private allinclusive organizational ofsite or attend an immersive learning program taught
by some of the brightest minds in leadership and personal development. You will
problem-solve, collaborate, and connect, while joining 1440 Multiversity in its
pursuit to help the world live, lead, love, work and wonder well. A visit to our
501(c)(3) nonproft philanthropic campus won’t just impact your group, it also
contributes to work of self and society, helps award program scholarships and
grants, and fosters the 1440 vision of creating hope for living well.
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Facilities Guide

Now is the time to peel back the layers of who you are, discover your purpose and
become an efective authentic leader who can unite people around a common set
of values and purpose. We look forward to facilitating this journey for you at our
inspirational campus in the Santa Cruz Mountains.
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A Unique Destination for Leadership Development
Key Diferentiators
1440 MULTIVERSITY OFFERS THE VARIETY of learning opportunities, customized support, and inspiring outdoor and indoor settings
to make leadership meetings both impactful and meaningful. These attributes allow teams to arrive and immerse themselves in the
campus —with open mind and heart — as it is meant to be experienced.

Community Building
1440 Multiversity is a 501(c)(3) nonproft organization. A
portion of proceeds from all registered attendees is used to
provide program grants and scholarships to individuals and
groups in need.
TEACHING KITCHEN

Group Grant Programs
1440 Multiversity proudly ofers a grant program for nonprofts and mission-aligned organizations that share our
approach to building socially conscious community and
workplace wellness around the world. Many program
attendees at 1440 Multiversity are supported through the
generous funding of foundations and donors who award
grants to mission-aligned causes. To learn more, please
email Inquiries@1440.org.

Signature and Custom Classes
All guests at 1440 have access to a variety of signature
classes ofered three times per day, which may include
nature walks, embodied movement, art, sound baths,
drumming and more. 1440 also ofers upgraded
opportunities for custom classes catered to your group,
such as a hive dive with our bee colonies, nature survival
skills, and private cooking or movement classes.

All-Inclusive Package Pricing
All 1440 Multiversity stays include your choice of
accommodations, fresh seasonal meals served at the Kitchen
Table three times a day, morning and afternoon cofee and
snack breaks at Common Grounds, overnight self-parking,
signature classes (available to all 1440 guests), and access to
our 75-acre wooded campus that includes the infnity-edge
hot tub, nature trails, and Fitness Center.

Private Culinary Events
In addition to ofering upgraded breaks and receptions to
complement your program, 1440 is pleased to ofer private
customized dining experiences for groups that prefer an
exclusive venue for dinner. Available for groups from 10 to
300 people, your exclusive dining experience will feature
fresh seasonal local ingredients and an unforgettable
evening of interactive fun and culinary education that your
group will not soon forget.

Advanced Audio-Visual
Every meeting room at 1440 Multiversity is all-inclusive and
equipped with the top-of-the-line technology that groups
need to have an incredible gathering. Large-screen wallmounted televisions; surround-sound audio; plug-ins for
laptops, phones and tablets; and custom lighting are among
the standard inclusions, with upgrades and customizations
available to create the perfect mood for your group.

Please Note: Upgrades to audio-visual, custom classes, and private culinary events are an additional charge.
CUSTOM HIVE DIVE CLASS

“

Without the beneft of diverse voices, we would miss a big opportunity to create
understanding and connection that could serve as a springboard for bringing teams and
organizations together in new and transformative ways.”
— MICHE LLE MALDON A DO, 14 4 0 L E A DE R SH I P C E N T E R FAC ULT Y ME MB E R

About the 1440
Leadership Center
How we help you grow
THE 1440 LEADERSHIP CENTER is designed to help
you build trusted relationships with your people and
your organization, in order to inspire, motivate, and
empower others.
By integrating classroom and experiential learning,
contemplative practices, and group dialogue,
the 1440 approach centers on three authentic
leadership principles you can master and share with
your organization:
1. The Self: Discovering how to become aware of
one’s own inner life, thought patterns, and
shadow motivations.
2. Relationships: Understanding how to relate to
others with greater compassion, empathy, and
respect.
3. Lifestyle: Producing the energy, resilience, and
focus needed to meet leadership challenges.
Through extensive life and professional experience
our faculty live by the principles of authentic
leadership. Now their purpose is to share
what they’ve learned with you. Together you’ll
contemplate the complexity and challenges of
organizations and leadership.

REDWOOD AMPHITHEATER

Create the right leadership experience for your organization
Apply to the True North Leadership Program

Team Offsite

This fve-day immersive program is ideal for high-level leaders
or small executive teams looking to develop new paths to
trusted leadership and inspirational ways of being. True North
can also be, customized to ft a unique corporate need—
contact us to discuss your particular requirements.

Organizations may reserve private learning spaces for
organizational and team learning. Reserve one of our
classrooms or outdoor gathering spaces for your next
team ofsite and choose your desired leadership
learning experience.

Cocreated Sponsored Learning

For more information regarding pricing, availability,
and design for your private group; to attend a 1440
True North program; or to plan for your individual
learning experience at one of our many workshops,
please email Leadership.Center@1440.org.

1440 will help you design a customized learning experience
around your organization’s meeting agenda including a blend
of leadership training, 1440 signature classes, and teambuilding activities.

True North Leadership
The signature program of the Leadership Center
BASED ON LEADERSHIP VISIONARY Bill George’s groundbreaking book, Discover Your True North, this program
immerses you in a profoundly personal exploration. Focused on developing self-awareness and emotional intelligence,
you will defne your own path to authentic leadership and return to your organization ready to lead with greater
passion and confdence. More than 10,000 leaders have been helped by this program at Harvard Business School.
Over fve thought-provoking days you’ll learn to:

CATHEDRAL & MOTHER TREE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the impact of your life story on your leadership style
Recognize and address your blind spots as a leader
Deepen self-awareness and emotional & global intelligence
Defne and live your true leadership purpose
Adapt your leadership style while remaining true to your values
Increase innovation and well-being through mindful leadership practices
Empower teams and create energy through trust and authenticity
Create work/home balance to lead a full and integrated life.

This program is appropriate for leaders from corporations, nonprofts, foundations, education, government,
and military.

True North Leaders

Bill George

Dana Born

Scott Kriens

Michelle Maldonado

Gayle Ober

Senior Fellow,
Harvard Business School

Co-director,
Center for Public Leadership
at Harvard University

Co-creator,
1440 Multiversity

Founder and CEO,
Lucenscia

President,
George Family Foundation

Chairman/Former CEO,
Juniper Networks

True North Leadership (cont.)
A growth experience through True North
AS THE CEO OF ENCOMPASS COMMUNITY SERVICES, the largest community-based nonproft in Santa Cruz County
that provides vital services to individuals and families who are in greatest need, Monica Martinez is focused daily on the
health, wellness, and security of others. A leader who thrives on evidence-based, outcome-driven strategies, Monica
was one of 60 participants in a recent True North Leadership workshop, which she applied for in part to explore leading
a more integrated life. The results, which she details in a thank-you letter to the True North faculty below, are some
that she continues to foster in her daily work and personal life.

1440 team,
I just wanted to take a moment to thank you for the
opportunity to attend the True North Leadership program
last week. My experience in the program was priceless.
The insights that I gained while carving out the time to
be introspective, connect with others, and be present in
a beautiful location will make a lasting impression on my
life. Thank you.
Since leaving 1440 on Friday, I have continued to be
energized by the possibilities of living a more integrated
life. I have been putting this work in to practice over the
last several days and I thought I’d share a story from this
week: My one-on-one with Scott [Kriens] inspired me
to take a diferent approach to my monthly leadership
meeting (about 60 attendees). Instead of opening the
meeting with my regular report, I decided to authentically
share about how the challenges of my personal journey
led to my deeply held values of dignity, resiliency, and
human potential. I then threaded those values through
the agenda of the two-hour meeting. Following the
meeting, I received zero feedback (positive or negative)
from others, so I just thought “that wasn’t so bad, but I’m
not sure it made a diference.” However, the following
day one of my executive-level direct reports, a woman

who prides herself on being private and unemotional,
deeply confded in me about her professional fears and
insecurities. Another manager approached me for the
frst time and asked for leadership advice on building her
team. And a manager who had submitted her resignation
hours before the leadership meeting to accept a higherpaying job ofer in another city chose to retract her
resignation and stay at Encompass. I can’t be certain
that these things happened as a direct result of my
vulnerability at the leadership meeting, but I do suspect it
played a role. In this case, it seems like ‘being the frst to
dance’ worked.
So again, thank you for the opportunity to continue
growing. I’d love to deepen my learning and stay
connected to True North Leadership and 1440 however
possible. If there are opportunities to do so, please keep
me in mind. You have created something very special.
With gratitude,

Monica Martinez
Chief Executive Ofcer
Encompass Community Services

Curated Leadership Programs
Enrich yourself and your workplace
THE 1440 LEADERSHIP CENTER ofers both customized programs for your group along with curricula that address
today’s leadership challenges and opportunities. Sample Leadership Center workshop programs include:

Critical Conversations for the Authentic Leader
with Larry Dressler, Gayle Ober, MNM & Scott Kriens

REDWOOD BOARDROOM

Gain actionable methods for approaching confict and closing the gaps that block your team from success.
Led by Larry Dressler, conversation expert and facilitator, and Gayle Ober, president of the George Family
Foundation, this curriculum is built from over a decade of confict coaching with thousands of clients and
embedded with Authentic Leadership principles and practices.
During this immersive program, which includes a special session with Scott Kriens, 1440 co-creater and former
CEO of Juniper Networks, participants will gain practical skills for navigating confict in all relationships, increase
capacity and tolerance for the robust dialogues necessary for teams and organizations to thrive, learn internal
practices to manage responses and reactions during difcult conversations, and recognize their approach to
critical conversations through the concepts of authentic leadership.

Disrupting Workplace Bias: A Workshop for Modern Leaders
with Michelle Maldonado
As leaders, we all have biases, expressing them often without any awareness of their presence or impact on our
behaviors and decision-making. In this transformative weekend, leadership expert Michelle Maldonado provides
conventional and contemplative tools for mitigating bias, cultivating presence, and creating inclusive, highperformance work environments.
Develop an action plan to temper the devastating efect of bias and create a working environment that serves
all in maximizing their full potential. Participants will maximize their ability to disrupt and counter biases at work
by learning the impact of workplace and institutional bias and what you can do about it; the neuroscience of
bias, including impactful research and numbers that can’t be ignored; the consequences of microaggressions
and the role of intersectionality; conventional and contemplative tools and practices for disrupting or reducing
unconscious bias; and ways to create cultural competency and promote psychological safety across your team
and organization.
Please email Leadership.Center@1440.org to learn more about custom leadership programs for your group.
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Sample Itineraries
Inspirational single- and multi-day meetings
LEADERSHIP MEETINGS AND PROGRAMS AT 1440 MULTIVERSITY are an ideal opportunity to combine
productivity for your team with an incredible learning opportunity that will continue to energize and
motivate long after departing campus. The 1440 Events team will customize your wellness itinerary and
provide an all-inclusive group package distinctly designed for you to connect, reunite, celebrate and renew.
Budgeting your plans is easy at 1440. Whether attending True North Leadership or customizing your
own executive leadership program, meeting packages are all-inclusive and feature include three daily
nourishing meals served in Kitchen Table, morning and afternoon breaks, and a wide-ranging selection of
indoor and outdoor signature classes and activities such as guided nature walks, yoga, meditation, improv,
lectures, ftness classes, and the Healing Arts center. The possibilities for a unique learning event and lasting
memories are endless.

ONE - DAY LE ADE RSHIP ME E TING
( S A M P L E ITIN E R ARY; MAY B E CUS TO MIZ E D )

TIME

ACTIVITY

7:00 — 9:00 am

Arrivals and Breakfast at Kitchen Table

9:00 — 10:30 am

Meeting/Workshop I

10:30 — 10:45 am

Morning Break at Common Grounds

10:45 am — 12:00 pm

Meeting/Workshop II

12:00 — 1:30 pm

Lunch at Kitchen Table

1:00 — 1:45 pm

1440 Signature Class: Nature Walk in Redwoods

2:00 — 3:30 pm

Meeting/Workshop III

3:30 — 3:45 pm

Afternoon Break at Common Grounds

3:45 — 5:00 pm

Custom Team Building Activity
(example: Hidden Gem Mystery Ingredients Cooking Challenge, Improv for Innovation)

5:00 — 5:30 pm

Private Reception

5:30 — 7:30 pm

Dinner at Kitchen Table and Departures

Please Note: Private events are an additional charge. A number of custom leadership workshops, team-building exercises and signature
classes are available to complement your work and enhance your experience. Meal times in Kitchen Table are frm.
COMMON GROUNDS & OUTLOOK PATIO

Sample Itineraries (cont.)
T RUE N OR T H L E A DE R SH I P
( PA R T I A L SA MPL E I T I NE R A RY )

TIME
DAY 1

DAY 2

KITCHEN TABLE

DAY 3

QIGONG SIGNATURE CLASS

ACTIVITY

4:00 — 5:30 pm

Arrivals

5:30 — 7:30 pm

Dinner in Kitchen Table

7:30 — 9:00 pm

Outdoor Welcome Reception

7:00 — 8:00 am

Breakfast at Kitchen Table

8:00 — 8:30 am

1440 Signature Movement Class: Intro to Qigong

8:30 — 10:00 am

Program Session: My Greatest Crucibles

10:00 — 10:30 am

Morning Break

10:30 am — 12:00 pm

Leadership Circle: My Greatest Crucible

12:00 — 1:00 pm

Lunch at Kitchen Table

1:00 — 2:30 pm

Program Session: Introspection

2:30 — 3:00 pm

Afternoon Break

3:00 — 5:00 pm

Leadership Circle: Introspection

5:15 — 6:00 pm

Group Reception

6:00 — 7:30 pm

Dinner with Leadership Circles at Kitchen Table

7:30 — 8:30 pm

Faculty Fireside Chat

7:00 — 8:00 am

1440 Signature Movement Class: Yoga

8:00 — 8:30 am

Breakfast at Kitchen Table

8:30 — 10:00 am

Program Session: Leading with Values

10:00 — 10:30 am

Morning Break

10:30 am — 12:00 pm

Leadership Circle: Leading with Values

12:00 — 1:00 pm

Lunch at Kitchen Table

1:00 — 2:30 pm

Program Session: Finding Your “Sweet Spot”

2:30 — 3:00 pm

Afternoon Break

3:00 — 4:30 pm

Leadership Circle: Finding Your “Sweet Spot”

5:00 — 6:00 pm

1440 Signature Class or Free Time

6:00 — 7:30 pm

Table Talk Dinner: Unconscious Bias and Organizational Systems

“

Others’ success is my success.”
— DANA BOR N, CO-DIRECTOR,
C ENT ER FOR P U BLIC LE ADE RSHIP AT HARVARD UNIVE RSI T Y

Home Away from Home
Campus amenities & overview
THE 75-ACRE 1440 MULTIVERSITY CAMPUS ofers thoughtful amenities to complement your leadership
program, ensuring that you and your attendees are well taken care of to maximize the learning experience.

Kitchen Table

HEALING ARTS CENTER

All guests are provided with three meals per day, served with care and creativity at Kitchen Table anytime
during the service periods. Local wines and craft beer are available for purchase with dinner.

Signature Classes
An important part of the campus experience is 1440 Signature Classes, curated to help guests re-energize
and raise their self-awareness to living a more balanced life. Classes are taught by 1440 Multiversity teachers
and include:
• Nutrition & Wellness: Foods to Optimize Immune System Function and Adversity, Resiliency, Joy
• Embodied Movement & Contemplative Practice: Yoga; Qigong; Tai Chi; Meditation in Nature;
Candlelight Yoga and Meditation; Good Morning Movement and Meditation; Stretch and Breathe;
Sunrise Yoga; Wellness in the Workplace: Mindfulness Practices; and Sound Journey
• Art & Creative Expression: Zentangle®, Printmaking, Improv for Innovation, Collaboration Through
Drumming, It’s Your Story: A SoulCollage® Workshop

Common Grounds Café
Common Grounds café serves food and beverages for purchase à la carte, from the frst cup of cappuccino
in the morning to a glass of wine to close out the day. Relax in Adirondack chairs on the patio or on the cozy
indoor couches with a house-made salad or sandwich, enjoy freshly baked cookies and gelato between
meal periods, or savor a cup of local Verve cofee, spiced chai, wine, or beer outside by the fre pits. With
advance notice, registered guests can also pre-order items for pickup to include gluten-free, dairy-free,
produce, and vegetarian options.

Healing Arts Center
Book a massage, energy treatment, or bodywork in our Healing Arts center and amplify your relaxation
experience while on campus. Unwind during your choice of therapeutic healing modalities provided by our
skilled practitioners, or simply sit for a few minutes in the steam room. Make sure to bring your bathing suit
to relax in the infnity-edge hot tub overlooking the redwood forest. The Healing Arts shop ofers a healing
collection of self-care items ranging from skincare products, to jewelry and accessories, to books.
COMMON GROUNDS

Home Away from Home (cont.)
Campus & amenities overview
Accommodations
The perfect complement to a day of growth, guest rooms at 1440 promote rest and relaxation. Featuring
130 private guest rooms and 17 suites, rooms are intentionally void of TVs and phones so they can unplug
and refect. Each building is equipped with Wi-Fi, a water bottle flling station, and a courtesy phone, and
rooms can be accessed without using an elevator (which remains available if needed).

Nature Trails
A mindful, leisurely stroll along redwood-lined campus trails is a signifcant part of the integrated wellness
experience for guests, helping supplement their group program and self-discovery work. The Mother
Tree, an old-growth redwood believed to be 1,200 years old, towers over the campus Cathedral, an
especially serene place to enjoy a moment of refection.

Sundries
Retail shopping on campus is open exclusively to registered guests, and includes a variety of educational,
inspirational, and practical items to complement learning work both on campus and when returning
home. A selection of books, clothing, accessories, and jewelry (with an emphasis on local vendors and
fair-trade items) is available along with convenience items.
NATURE TRAILS

Fitness Center
Our 1,400-square-foot Fitness Center is well-equipped with weights, ellipticals, stationary bikes, a
treadmill, and more. Work out inside with a view of the redwoods or bring props onto the patio to
exercise in the fresh air.

Campus Health & Safety
The health and safety of our guests and employees is our priority. Please visit 1440.org/public-healthsafety to read about the comprehensive steps we are taking to keep your group comfortable.

*Please Note: Facilities and amenities may vary based on local and state guidelines and mandates.
Guests will receive periodic updates during their stay.
DOUBLE QUEEN SUITE

Home Away from Home (cont.)
Kitchen Table: The heart of sustenance
ALL GUESTS ON CAMPUS GATHER IN KITCHEN TABLE – the grand dining space on campus – for breakfast,
lunch, and dinner to enjoy freshly prepared seasonal meals that include savory soups, delicious simple-fare
options, hearty main courses, and sweet desserts at dinnertime. Kitchen Table was built to hold 450 guests at a
time for each meal period – seating has been modifed both indoors and outdoors to accommodate plenty of
personal space for safe social distancing.
A wood-burning freplace warmly welcomes guests at the entrance to Kitchen Table, and once inside, a variety
of dining stations ofer dishes topped with organic ingredients and garnishes from Joanie’s Garden on campus,
plated and served by the 1440 Multiversity culinary team. Guests then choose a table in the expansive indoor
dining area or al fresco overlooking the redwoods.

1440 MULTIVERSITY CULINARY TEAM

The 1440 Multiversity culinary team – led by Executive Chef Kenny Woods – enjoys a creative approach to
seasonal dining with colorful aromatic ingredients that inspire its cuisine. Each week the 1440 Multiversity
campus forager procures the freshest products from local growers, and chefs use their harvests to create
wholesome, favorful meals. The nearby Salinas Valley and city of Watsonville are known as the “Salad Bowl
of the World” for the abundant produce they grow, pack, and ship across the nation and abroad, and 1440 is
blessed to source directly from them.
The menu oferings at 1440 Multiversity were established with the notion that nutrition is a critical component
for physical and emotional health and healing. With that in mind, the 1440 Multiversity culinary team operates
mindfully and with a “Food is Medicine” approach, and the team and the guests it serves takes comfort in
seeing and knowing where these ingredients originate from.
Menus at 1440 vary daily, with gluten-free and vegan options at every meal. All produce is sourced from within
a 300-mile radius and often paired with organic meats and seafood from partners dedicated to sustainable
and humane practices. From simple fare to wholesome favorites, the 1440 Multiversity culinary team
personally plates each meal to preserve freshness – it is their pleasure to surprise guests every day with cuisine
that is as innovative as it is nourishing.

*Please Note: Facilities and amenities may vary based on local and state guidelines and mandates.
Guest will receive periodic updates during their stay.

KITCHEN TABLE DINING ROOM

Home Away from Home (cont.)
Campus map
FROM STATE-OF-THE-ART meeting spaces to customdesigned rooms to 4 miles of scenic redwood trails, you’ll fnd
the spaces and places you need to dive into new experiences.
The Lodge is our welcoming center, open and stafed 24 hours
a day.* Amid massive wooden beams, stone pillars, and copper
and iron accents, relax in leather chairs and cozy couches or sit
on the outdoor patio to enjoy morning cofee, evening wine, or
embracing community.
Perched on a ridge above Carbonera Creek sits Kitchen Table,
the defning communal element of campus. Gather for healthy,
seasonal and locally sourced cuisine while sitting by the
freplace or dining al fresco overlooking the forest canopy.
Meeting spaces like Outlook, Redwood and Sanctuary feature
leading-edge technology and acoustics, and fexible seating
for large and small groups. A special spot is the Cathedral of
redwoods, where you’ll fnd the Mother Tree, estimated to be
1,200 years old.
The Teaching Kitchen is a unique experience with creative
cooking demos and hands-on classes. Joanie’s Garden
surrounds the space and grows seasonal heirloom produce
and edible fowers used in the food at Kitchen Table.
Enjoy a peaceful night’s sleep in one of our guest room
buildings – Trillium, Sayanta, Oak, Madrone or the Redwood
Pods – and a workout at the Fitness Center. A dip in the
Infnity Hot Tub, located at Healing Arts, is the perfect end to
a productive day of work.
*Please Note: Facilities and amenities, including check-in location,
may vary based on local and state guidelines and mandates. Guests
will receive periodic updates during their stay.

Facilities Overview
Memorable indoor and outdoor meeting spaces
THE FORESTED BACKDROP of 1440 Multiversity, complete with ancient California redwoods and fresh Santa Cruz Mountains air, is the
perfect setting for your next group gathering. Meetings at 1440 are special; with incredible sunrises, sunsets and plenty of sunshine, 1440
Multiversity is the ideal destination for groups looking for distinctive classroom settings and outdoor learning spaces. Meeting space options
are available indoors and outdoors in standard arrangement and social-distance set-up to ensure the safety and comfort of your guests.

INDOO R SPACE S & CAPACITIE S
STANDARD
DIMENSIONS L x W

SQUARE FOOTAGE

THEATRE

CLASSROOM

ROUND
(8 PER TABLE)

YOGA

MEDITATION

Outlook 101

43’ x 58’

2,494

200

48

88

50

100

Outlook 102

25’ x 50’

1,250

95

30

48

25

33

Outlook 103

25’ x 22’

550

30

15

24

15

20

Outlook 201

28’ x 52’

1,456

110

45

80

45

65

Outlook 202

28’ x 52’

1,456

110

45

80

45

65

Outlook 203

33’ x 29’

957

70

24

32

20

33

Outlook 204

33’ x 29’

957

70

24

32

20

33

Sanctuary

39’ x 72’

2,808

200

90

160

80

39

Redwood Auditorium

46’ x 94’

4,324

600

350

300

240

290

ROOM NAME

Redwood Boardroom

29’ x 22’

638

Teaching Kitchen

32’ x 40’

1,280

REDWOOD AUDITORIUM

Board Room Seating 12
Cooking Demo: 60

Private Dining: 28

Reception: 40

6’ SO CI AL DI STANCE
DIMENSIONS L x W

SQUARE FOOTAGE

THEATRE

CLASSROOM

ROUND
(8 PER TABLE)

YOGA

MEDITATION

Outlook 101

43’ x 58’

2,494

33

24

28

12

33

Outlook 102

25’ x 50’

1,250

20

12

15

7

20

ROOM NAME

Outlook 103

25’ x 22’

550

9

4

N/A

2

9

Outlook 201

28’ x 52’

1,456

22

18

16

8

22

Outlook 202

28’ x 52’

1,456

22

18

16

8

22

Outlook 203

33’ x 29’

957

14

12

N/A

4

14

Outlook 204

33’ x 29’

957

14

12

N/A

4

14

Sanctuary

39’ x 72’

2,808

43

30

34

15

43

Redwood Auditorium

46’ x 94’

4,324

84

80

56

30

84

Redwood Boardroom

29’ x 22’

638

Teaching Kitchen

32’ x 40’

1,280

U-Shape 5 / Hollow Square 6
Cooking Demo: 12

Private Dining: 12

Reception: 20

SANCTUARY

Facilities Overview (cont.)
Scenic and airy outdoor venues
A UNIQUE ASPECT of the 1440 Multiversity campus is the abundance of versatile outdoor venues. Ideal for a scheduled workshop for your
team, or a casual group gathering after a productive day of learning, spaces inspire focus, creativity and gratitude among the redwoods.

OUTDOO R VE NUE S & CAPACITIE S
DIMENSIONS L x W

SQUARE FOOTAGE

MAXIMUM CAPACITY
(STANDARD)

MAXIMUM CAPACITY
(6’ SOCIAL DISTANCE)

AVAILABLE FOR
PRIVATE EVENTS

Mother Tree/Cathedral

40’ x 70’

2,800

250

60

a

The Canopy

46’ x 63’

2,898

150

40

a

Redwood Lawn & Fire Pit

14’ x 24’

336

15

6

a

Redwood Terrace

15’ x 30’

450

20

8

x

Redwood Deck

20’ x 30’

600

40

15

a

Redwood Amphitheater

49’ x 70’

3,430

300

75

a

OUTDOOR VENUE NAME

Vista Room

19’ x 27’

513

20

6

a

Vista Terrace

14’ x 22’

308

16

6

a

Infnity Terrace

16’ x 56’

896

50

20

x

Kitchen Table Terrace

5,060

North Terrace

75’ x 24’

1,800

70

20

a

South Terrace

80’ x 25’

2,000

80

25

a

West Terrace

84’ x 15’

1,260

60

15

a

19’ x 28’

532

30

10

a

Upper Plateau

200’ x 55’

11,000

300

150

a

Common Grounds Patio

30’ x 111’

3,330

120

30

a

Joanie’s Garden Table

12’ x 32’

384

20

6

a

Outlook Patio

38’ x 65’

2,470

100

25

a

Crest Deck

39’ x 29’

1,131

35

10

a

Ridge Overlook

25’ x 30’

750

35

10

x

Lodge Pond Terrace

JOANIE’S GARDEN TABLE

The Hollow

12’ x 15’

180

10

5

x

Trillium Courtyard

64’ x 48’

3,072

110

40

a

Trillium Lawn

24’ x 35’

840

50

20

a

*Please Note: Venue capacities and availability may vary based on event details requested and/or required.
KITCHEN TABLE TERRACE

“

Discovering your True North requires you to maintain your individuality and
retain authenticity. Your purpose is the way you translate your True North into
making a diference in the world.”
— B I L L G EORG E , SE N I OR F E L LOW, H A RVA R D B USI N E SS SC H OOL

Learn More About the 1440 Leadership Center
To request a proposal or receive answers to any questions you may have, please contact:
Michelle Rittenberg
Director, 1440 Leadership Center
(408) 313-9598
Leadership.Center@1440.org

